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On the basis of theoretical economic approach to bank capital the author considers the transforma�

tion of its functions, analyzes operation, development and control�regulatory functions of bank

capital and defines the features of their implementation depending on economic dynamics.

The vast majority of scientists consider

three main functions that bank capital performs �

operational function, protective function and

regulatory function. The operational function is

manifested in the fact that the bank capital is

financing the own development of the bank at

the initial stage of its activities. The protective

function, the major one, as a rule, is described

by the fact that bank capital protects the bank

in case of banking panic and may be used to

meet the creditors and depositors’s demands.

The regulating function can be expressed in the

fact that by means of regulating the size and

order of capital functioning, governing authori�

ties try to ensure the banking system stability

as a condition of the normal development of the

economy.

However, in modern terms, these approaches,

based essentially on stock capital of commercial

banks require some refinement. Bank capital, as

a special system of economic relations, is based

upon the monetary resources (equity and debt,

centralized and decentralized) of the whole eco�

nomic system, which are accumulated by bank�

ing organizations. On this basis we can distin�

guish operation, development and control�regu�

latory functions of bank capital.

The operation and development function of

bank capital is implemented at the expense of

various attracted resources, when current bank�

ing operations are constantly funded and repro�

duced. The role of initial capital provided by

the owners of bank’s foundation in this sense

has a limited importance. Moreover, the con�

ception of banks as financial intermediaries, is�

suing loans at the expense of attracted depos�

its (transformation of savings into investments),

and profiting at the expense of the interest mar�

gin, is somewhat simplistic. As we know, banks

have a unique opportunity to increase the money

supply exceeding the original attracted depos�

its (multiplier of bank capital), which creates

prerequisites for expanded reproduction of mon�

etary and real productive resources.

It should be noted that the protective func�

tion of bank capital is fairly conventional. In

addition, in the modern fractional reserve bank�

ing system credit institutions try to minimize

the accumulation of unproductive assets. Bank

capital, including equities and debts, is involved

in the financing of risky operations. In other

words, we can review the protective function

of bank capital, in conditions where share capi�

tal is a kind of collateral, allowing to smooth

out the adverse selection and moral hazard un�

der conditions of asymmetry of information, or

when equity is an additional mechanism for del�

egated monitoring to lenders because the own�

ers’ investments into stocks absorb losses first.

Protective function of bank capital in con�

temporary economic system is closely related

to the regulatory function; therefore it is appro�

priate to review them as a single control�regu�

latory function. Regulatory authorities depart

from the value of own funds of banks in deter�

mining the maximum risk, which can be taken

by the banks. Therefore, capital adequacy regu�

lation is the display of, perhaps, more protec�

tive than the regulatory function of bank capi�

tal. Herewith, bank capital does not regulate

anything directly, only administrative restrictions

based on capital requirements have the regula�

tory effects. Bank capital is regulated not by

itself, but merely as a mean to achieve financial

stability.

According to capital adequacy requirements,

for example, the value of loans, which can be

issued by the bank as a highly leveraged firm

with limited liability, depends on the value of

its equity. The last one is not chosen by acci�
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dent: the idea is to increase the responsibility

of the shareholders for the risk, not allowing

them to assign a portion of the earnings of

investors from riskier projects, reducing the

possibility of leverage and credit multiplier. Capi�

tal adequacy requirements are the powerful ob�

stacle to the spread of moral hazard, protect�

ing the economy from excessive expansion of

credit and money supply, since the sharehold�

ers at the same risk of losing investment can

reap the potentially large profits, exposing the

economy to the possibility of devastating bank�

ing crisis. Such requirements associated prima�

rily with the stability of the banking system,

and unrelated to the direct control of money

supply and tools of “fine tuning”, ultimately af�

fect the value of money capital circulating in the

economy (bank capital channel of the monetary

transmission). In this case, it is not quite right

to criticize the central banking system.

In fact, the regulating function of bank capi�

tal is more important than people think, not only

because of the financial system, but the entire

economy depends on the banking capital. Since

bank interest (its relation with the level of infla�

tion, the rate of profit) is a kind of universal

catalyst for the quality of business processes

within any economic system. A variety of bank�

ing transactions, characterized by one or another

level of speculation, importance and priority for

the entire state economy, the depth of attention

to specific interests of certain industries, enter�

prises and to preferences of the population, their

innovation and investment degree, high�tech com�

ponent, their integrated, strategic and social ori�

ented character, give evidence about nature of

the regulatory effect of bank capital, which can

be both positive and negative. That is why mar�

ket processes of the banking capital functioning

are the subject of special state regulation and

control that are implemented by using a central�

ized subsystem of bank capital � capital of cen�

tral banks, for example, in the form of monetary

policy. In the modern economic system the regu�

lating function of bank capital can not be sepa�

rated from state regulation of capital movements

and money supply in order to smooth out eco�

nomic cycles, lower inflation, reduce unemploy�

ment and stimulate economic growth.

In conclusion, it is worth to note that vari�

ous functions of bank capital are in constant

motion. So, depending on the economic dynam�

ics, some changes are going in the value of

certain functions of bank capital. For example,

in times of economic crisis, operation and de�

velopment function, which played an important

role in the recovery period, fades into the back�

ground, giving place to control� regulatory func�

tion. This trend is clearly manifested in the situ�

ation of the current global financial crisis.
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